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The GWII Leaderwalk
In collaboration with the 30% Club, GWII hosted its first Leaderwalk of 2019.
Colleen Larson CEO of Business Engage, oversaw the event’s proceedings with
internationally acclaimed guest speakers Roy Gluckman and Obenewa Amponsah.
The table hosts who accepted the challenge to facilitate two round table discussions
were ... Read more

5 savings tips for women in their twenties
Your twenties are an exciting time, as you wrap
up your studies, embark on your career and
perhaps even start a family. But as a woman, it is
especially important that you begin saving and
investing towards your future now, especially in
today’s tough economic times... Read more

Finding the elusive work-life balance
How do you find a balanced life when you’re
overloaded with work? How do you switch off work
when you’re away from the office? The answers to
these very common questions are elusive... Read
more

Mastering the art of an effective to-do list
Are you an avid list-maker or do you prefer to go
with the flow, having a rough idea of what needs
to be done in your head? List-making has more
benefits than most people know... Read more

Towards a fulfilled, joyous and happy life
International motivator Brett Shuttleworth’s 10
take-aways will expedite your growth and
journey towards a fulfilled, joyous and happy
life. These tips are easy to apply and integrate
into your day... Read more

Keep your skin looking young with these foods
Here are some anti-ageing foods – that you may
want to consider adding to your eating plan – for
younger-looking skin. Remember that, apart from
food, our body and skin require sufficient sleep and
exercise to re-energise themselves and keep us
looking young and fresh... Read more

Legal Talk: women’s rights in business
Women in South Africa are highly encouraged to
become entrepreneurs; however, a woman cannot
start the right type of business without knowing
what the different types are and how to start one.
Find out more about your rights and the law in this
article... Read more
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